This paper proposes new structures for realizing 1D and circular symmetric 2D FIR filters with variable cutoff frequencies. They are based on the interpolation of the impulse responses using the Farrow structure. The coefficients of the sub-filters in the Farrow structure are represented in sum-of-powers-of-two (SOPOT) coefficients. which can easily be implemented as simple shifts and additions. Furthermore, using the transposed form realization of the sub-filters, all the SOPOT coefficients can be implemented by a single multiplier-block exploiting the redundancy among the SOPOT coefficients. Several design examples are given to demonstrate the effectiveness and feasibility of the proposed approach.
I. INTRODUCTION
Farrow structure [I] is a very convenient method for implementing fractional delay digital filter (FD-DF), which is often required in applications like digital modem, time delay estimation, etc. It provides on-line tuning for the phase delay of the input signal. The basic idea is to approximate the impulse responses of FD-DFs with different delays using polynomial interpolation from impulse responses of a set of FD-DFs with fixed delays. To be more specific, a set of sub-filters with fixed delays d, , i = 0 ..... L-1 is first designed. Their impulse responses are then interpolated by a L'" order polynomial using d as the variable. So the resultant impulse response is the interpolated version of these impulse responses parameterized by the delay parameter d . Since the Farrow structure is based on interpolation of fixed set of impulse responses to provide on-line tuning of signal delay. it is natural to associate the parameter d with other characteristics of a digital filter. In other words, the Farrow structure can also be used to realize digital filters with other tunable characteristics. For example. we can, not only realize a FD-DF with tunable delay, but also a FIR filter with tunable cutoff frequency using the Farrow structure. Again. a set of sub-filters with increasing cutoff frequencies in a given range is first designed. Then. their impulse responses are interpolated by polynomial approximation to obtain the impulse responses with different cutoff frequencies.
In this paper. we focus ourselves on the design of tunable linear-phase 1D and 2D circular symmetric FIR filters with vnriable cutoff frequencies using the Farrow structure, though it is possible to generalize the technique to devise filters with other tunable characteristics. Moreover. a novel structure is proposed to reduce the implementation complexity of the sub-filters in the Farrow structure. More precisely, the filter coefficients of these sub-filters are represented in sum-of-powers-of-two (SOPOT) representation. which can be implemented with limited numbers of simple shift-add operations. Since the tunable filter might require slightly higher order of polynomial approximation. the number of sub-filters and the redundancies among their SOPOT coefficients will increase. To remove these redundant operations, the multiplier-block (MB) [3] [4][5] is applied to the transposed form of the Farrow structure to further reduce the number of adders for its implementation. The design of the SOPOT subfilters is performed by means of a random search algorithm, which is ahle to determine verv aood candidates representing different tradeoff between arithmetic complexity and performance.
It should be noted that there are methods for designing FIR filters with variable cutoff frequencies. For a review of these techniques, please refer to pp. 356 of [2]. In brief, a prototype filter is fxst designed. A transformation is then used to determine the impulse response of the filter with the desired cutoff frequency. Some structure is able to perform on-line tuning of the cutoff frequency but the filters are limited to be linear-phase. The proposed method, on the other hand, is based on the polynomial interpolation of the impulse responses of a set of candidate filters. Therefore. it is applicable to both linear-and nonlinear-phase FIR filters. It also offers more flexibility in realizing tunable digital filters with other characteristics, at the expense of higher implementation complexity. Fortunately, using the SOPOT representation and the multiplier-block technique, the proposed structure is almost multiplier-free, except for the limited number of multipliers required for the final interpolation.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section I1 is devoted to the theory, design and implementation of the tunable 1D filter with variable cutoff frequency. Examples on tunable lowpass and bandpass filters with variable cutoff frequencies are given in Section III. The design of the circular symmetric 2D tunable lowpass filter using the McClellan transformation is also given. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section IV.
11.1-D FIR FILTERS WITH VARIABLE CUT-OFF FREQUENCIES
The Farrow structure. fig I, was originally proposed to realize variable fractional-delay digital filters with delay parameter d . More precisely, the output of the FD-DF,
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[ITIT] is the input signal sampled at a period T , h, (IT j is the FD-DF with delay D + d and D is an integer constant. and M+1 is the length of h, (17 j . To avoid the implementation of a large number of filters with different delays, Farrow [l] proposed to approximate each impulse response h , ( n ) with the following L"' order polynomial in delay value d such that the delay control is independent of the filter Coefficients.
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The z-transform of (7) is then given by
A =O where =, ~~~ = $ C L ,,:-,, are the sub-filters. Thus the FD-DF with ,,=a delay d can be implemented by passing the signal through the sub-filters followed by the multiplication with the appropriate powers of d . As mentioned earlier. it is possible to associate the 11-56 I parameter d with other characteristics of a digital filter, and implement this tunable filter using the Farrow structure.
To design a tunable lowpass filter with variable cut-off frequency using the Farrow structure, we first associate the increasing values of d with a set of lowpass filters with increasing (or decreasing) cutoff frequencies in a given frequency range. Then, a set of lowpass FIR filters with cutoff frequency evenly sampled from U,, to wr2 is designed say .using the Parks-McClellan algorithm, where U,, and U,: corresponding to the tunable range of the cutoff frequency. The next step is to interpolate each impulse response by a L"' degree polynomial in d . To reduce the implementation complexity, the sub-filters are implemented as multiplier-less FIR filters using the SOPOT coefficients in the form To design the SOPOT sub-filters. we minimize the L, n o m of its difference in frequency response with the idea one as shown in the following ( 5 ) H>(eJ") is the ideal frequency response and H ( e ' " ) is the frequency response calculated for a given SOPOT filter coefficients. In other words, we try to minimize the peak ripple error 8, for the whole frequency range of interest and the whole tunable range d~ [OJ] . The design procedure consists of two stages. First. the filter coefficients bh,,2,, are optimized using a random search algorithm with respect to the criteria stated in (5). Then. the technique of multiplier-block is used to further reduce the number of adders required to implement all the SOPOT coefficients.
To be more specific, the real-valued coefficients ch,>, are first determined by polynomial interpolation as mentioned previously in this section. Let b be the vector containing these coefficients. Then the random search algorithm is to repetitively calculate a candidate SOPOT vector b,. by adding to b a random perturbation vector Ab,, and then rounding it to the nearest SOPOT representation. That is,
The vector b,, is a random vector with elements chosen in the range +I , and /z is a user-defined variable used to control the size of the neighborhood to be searched. L .],,, is the rounding operator that converts every element inside the input vector to its closest SOPOT value with a given value of I . The performance measures 6, of the new coefficients are then calculated. The set that yields the minimum peak error 6, under the given constraints of total number of terms and I is the optimum solution. Since this is a random search algorithm. the longer the searching time. the higher the chance of founding the optimal solution. There are several advantages of this algorithm. First of all, with the Computational power of nowadays personal computer (PC) the time for obtaining high quality solutions is manageable. In fact, for the problem considered here, the overall design time only takes less than 10 minutes to complete on a typical Pentium-400 PC using Matlab 5.3, including both the design of SOPOT coefficients. and the multiplier-block design. Secondly, it is applicable to problem with general objective function probably with very complicated inequality constraints. Moreover, a set of possible solutions representing different tradeoffs between computational complexity and performance will be generated during the search. We now consider the implementation of this tunable filter. In fig. I , it can be seen that a set of sub-filters CL(:), k = 0.1. 2.. L, has to be implemented, which is rather expensive. If each of these FIR filters is redrawn in transposed form (Fig. 2) . then what we have to implement is the multiplication of the inpul sample with a large number of constant coefficients in SOFOT form. These products can efficiently be implemented using a technique called the multiplier-block. The basic idea of a multiplier block is to reduce the redundancies found in implementing all the SOPOT coefficients by removing any possible common sub-expressions in their representations. The generation of the multiplier-block in our case follows closely the work of [J] .
III. DESIGN RESULTS

Example 1. Lowpass filter with tunable cutoff frequency
In this example. a linear-phase lowpass filter with cutoff frequency tunable from 0.3s to 0 . 4~ is designed. The transition bandwidth is 0 . 2~. The orders of the sub-filters and the interpolation polynomial are respectively 3 1 and 5. Six subfilters with cutoff frequency equally spaced in the range from 0 . 2~ to 0 . 4~ are designed using the Parks-McClellan algorithm. After interpolation, the random search algorithm is used to determine the SOPOT coefficients of the sub-filters. The average number of terms in each SOPOT coefficients is found to be 3.05, and the worst-case stopband attenuation is 43.03dB. Fig. 3 shows the frequency responses of the tunable filter at different control parameters. It can see that the frequency response is approximately equal-ripple in the stopband over the entire tuning range. Table 1 sunmarizes the design results of this tunable lowpass filter. Another point worth mentioning is that the multiplier-block (MB) is able to reduce the required number of adders to about one-third of its original value. Hence, the system complexity is dramatically reduced with only slight or negligible degradation in performance. We have also designed a number of tunable filters using different orders of interpolation with the same filter specifications. In this example, we are going to design a bandpass filter with tunable cutoff frequency using the previous result on tunable
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lowpass filter. The basic idea is to cascade a tunable lowpass and a tunable highpass filters together so that we can control its cutoff frequencies individually. The proposed structure is illustrated in fig. 5 . It can be seen that the filter bandwidth can be controlled by two variables: dlP and d,,. which control the cutoff frequencies of the lowpass filter hlp [n] and the highpass filter hl,[rr], respectively. It is possible to reduce the overall system delay by interpolating the filters in 2-dimension, but the overall complexity will increase dramatically with the square of the order used instead of linearly with the proposed cascade structure. Fig. 6 shows the frequency responses of the proposed tunable bandpass filter with different values of control parameters dip and dJlP, The order of the sub-filters in the tunable lowpass and the tunable highpass filters are both 16, while the order of the interpolation polynomial is 4. The transition bandwidth and the tunable ranges of the first and second cutoff frequencies are O.ln, [0.6~. 0.7~1, and [O.lx, 0 .2~1. respectively. The worst-case stopband attenuation is around 30dB. The number of adders after the use of multiplier-block is 5 I, which is about 36% of the original SOPOT sub-filters. 
IV. CONCLUSION
New structures for realizing 1D and circular symnieuic 2D FIR filters with variable cutoff frequencies are presented. They are based on the interpolation of the impulse responses using the Farrow structure. The coefficients of the sub-filters in the Farrow structure are represented in sum-of-powers-of-two (SOPOT) coefficients. which can easily be implemented as simple shifts and additions. Furthermore. using the transposed form realization of the sub-filters. all the SOPOT coefficients can be implemented by a single multiplier-block exploiting the redundancy among the SOPOT coefficients. Several design examples are given to demonstrate the effectiveness and feasibility of the proposed approach. 
